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Abstract
In this paper, a pointwise weighted identity for some stochastic partial differential op-
erators (with complex principal parts) is established. This identity presents a unified
approach in studying the controllability, observability and inverse problems for some
deterministic/stochastic partial differential equations. Based on this identity, one can
deduce all the known Carleman estimates and observability results, for some determin-
istic partial differential equations, stochastic heat equations, stochastic Schro¨dinger
equations and stochastic transport equations. Meanwhile, as its new application, we
study an inverse problem for linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau equations.
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1 Introduction
This paper is devoted to a pointwise weighted identity for a class of stochastic partial dif-
ferential operators. Based on this identity, one can derive global Carleman estimates for
deterministic/stochastic partial differential equations of different type. This idea first came
from the Russian literature [20], in which some unique continuation results were established,
based on suitable Carleman estimates. Carleman estimates were originally introduced by
T. Carleman in 1939. They were energy estimates with exponential weights, and established
in [6] to prove a strong unique continuation property for some elliptic equations in dimension
two. Up to now, Carleman estimates have become a powerful tool in studying determinis-
tic/stochastic partial differential equations, and the related control and inverse problems. For
example, this type of weighted energy estimates was used to study the unique continuation
∗This work is partially supported by the NSF of China under grants 11322110, 11371084 and 11171060.
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property of partial differential equations ([13]), the uniqueness and stability of Cauchy prob-
lems ([3, 5, 11]), inverse problems ([2, 12, 14]) and the controllability ([7, 9, 24, 27, 28]),
respectively.
Roughly speaking, a Carleman estimate for the Laplacian operator is an inequality of the
form:
|eλφf |L2(G) ≤ C|e
λφ∆f |L2(G), for any f ∈ C
2
0(G),
where G is a nonempty open subset of lRn with a smooth boundary, φ is a suitable weighted
function, and C is a constant, independent of the parameter λ which may tend to +∞.
In what follows, we give two simple examples to introduce the basic idea of establishing
Carleman estimates.
Example 1. The stability of an ordinary differential system
Consider the following ordinary differential system: x˙(t) = a(t)x(t) t ∈ (0, T ),x(0) = x0, (1.1)
where x0 ∈ lR
n and a(·) ∈ L∞(0, T ; lRn×n). Then for any λ > 0, by the first equation of
(1.1), we have that
d
dt
(
e−λt|x(t)|2
)
= −λe−λt|x(t)|2 + 2e−λtx(t) · x˙(t) ≤ [2|a(t)|lRn×n − λ]e
−λt|x(t)|2. (1.2)
Choosing a sufficiently large λ, one can obtain that
|x(t)| ≤ eλt|x0| ≤ e
λT |x0|, ∀ t ∈ [0, T ].
The key of this proof for the stability of (1.1) is the following identity:
2e−λtx(t) · x˙(t) =
d
dt
(
e−λt|x(t)|2
)
+ λe−λt|x(t)|2. (1.3)
(1.3) can be viewed as a pointwise weighted identity for the principal operator x˙(t) of (1.1).
After multiplied by a multiplier 2e−λtx(t), the principal operator is rewritten as a sum
of a “divergence” term
d
dt
(e−λt|x(t)|2) and an “energy” term λe−λt|x(t)|2. By choosing a
sufficiently large parameter λ, the undesired lower order term 2|a(t)|lRn×ne
−λt|x(t)|2 with
respect to λ can be absorbed.
Example 2. A Carleman estimate for first order differential operators
For any fixed γ0 ∈ C(G) and γ ∈
[
C1(G)
]n
, consider the following first order differential
operator:
L(x,D)u = γ · ∇u+ γ0u, ∀ x ∈ G. (1.4)
Set
φ(x) = |x− x0|
2, for some x0 ∈ lR
n. (1.5)
Then, we have the following known Carleman estimate for the operator (1.4).
2
Lemma 1.1 Assume that for x0 ∈ lR
n \G and a positive constant c0,
γ(x) · (x− x0) ≤ −c0, in G. (1.6)
Then there exist constants λ∗ > 0 and C > 0, so that for any λ ≥ λ∗,
λ
∫
G
e2λφu2dx ≤ C
∫
G
e2λφ|L(x,D)u|2dx, (1.7)
for any u ∈ C10(G).
Proof of Lemma 1.1. For any λ > 0, put
ℓ(x) = λφ(x) and θ = eλφ,
where φ is given by (1.5). Then by (1.5), it is easy to check that
(θ2u)γ · ∇u = θ2γ · ∇
(1
2
u2
)
= div
(1
2
θ2u2γ
)
− θ2
[1
2
div γ + 2λγ · (x− x0)
]
u2. (1.8)
This implies that there exists a constant C1 > 0 such that
(θ2u)L(x,D)u = div
(1
2
θ2u2γ
)
− θ2
[1
2
div γ + 2λγ · (x− x0)− γ0
]
u2
≥ div
(1
2
θ2u2γ
)
− θ2
[
2λγ · (x− x0) + C1
]
u2.
By (1.6), integrating the above inequality in G and choosing a sufficiently large λ, we can
get the desired estimate (1.7).
The key of this proof of Lemma 1.1 is the identity (1.8). It can be viewed as a pointwise
weighted identity for the principal operator γ ·∇u of L(x,D). After multiplied by a multiplier
θ2u, the principal operator is rewritten as a sum of a “divergence” term div
(1
2
θ2u2γ
)
and
an “energy” term −θ2
[1
2
div γ+2λγ · (x− x0)
]
u2. By choosing a sufficiently large parameter
λ, the undesired lower order term
1
2
div γ with respect to λ can be absorbed.
From the above two examples, one can find that the key of proving Carleman estimates
is to establish a suitable pointwise weighted identity for principal operators of differential
equations. Notice that in [7], a pointwise weighted identity for the following deterministic
partial differential operator was established:
Lw = (α + iβ)wt +
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkwxj)xk ,
where α, β and ajk(·) (k, j = 1, 2, · · · , n) are suitable real-valued functions, and i is the imag-
inary unit. This identity presented a unified approach of deducing global Carleman estimates
for many deterministic partial differential equations of different type. A natural problem is
whether one can get the counterpart for stochastic partial differential equations. As far as we
3
know, there exist few works on global Carleman estimates for stochastic partial differential
equations. We refer to [17, 18, 27] for some known results in this respect. However, there is
not any known Carleman estimate for general stochastic partial differential operators with
complex principal parts. In this paper, we mainly present a pointwise weighted identity for
the following stochastic partial differential operator:
Lw = a0dw − (a + ib)
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkwxj)xkdt+ b0 · ∇wdt,
where a0, a, b ∈ lR and b0 ∈ lR
n. The operator L may include some deterministic/stochastic
partial differential operators of different type. Based on a pointwise weighted identity for
this operator, we develop a unified approach of establishing global Carleman estimates for
stochastic heat equations, stochastic Schro¨dinger equations, stochastic transport equations
and linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau equations. As applications of this identity,
one can also study some inverse problems of these different stochastic partial differential
equations.
In the deterministic case, in order to establish a pointwise weighted identity of the oper-
ator L in [7], the operator (α + iβ)wt was divided into αwt and iβwt. Then the product of
them was estimated. However, in the stochastic case, the method does not work. Therefore,
in this paper we adopt a new way to prove our pointwise weighted identity for stochastic
partial differential operators, different from that in [7].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a pointwise weighted identity
for some stochastic partial differential operators is established. Section 3 is devoted to its
applications in control problems for deterministic/stochastic partial differential equations.
As its another application, in Section 4, an inverse problem for linear stochastic complex
Ginzburg-Landau equations is studied. Finally, Appendix A is given to prove a Carleman
estimate for stochastic heat equations.
2 A pointwise weighted identity for stochastic partial
differential operators
Let T > 0 and (Ω,F , {Ft}t≥0,P) be a complete filtered probability space, on which a one-
dimensional standard Brownian motion {B(t)}t≥0 is defined such that lF = {Ft}t≥0 is the
natural filtration generated by B(·), augmented by all the P-null sets in F . Also, for any
complex number c, we denote by c, Re c and Im c, its complex conjugate, real part and
imaginary part, respectively.
For any a0, a, b ∈ lR, a
jk = akj ∈ L2lF(Ω;C
1([0, T ];W 2,∞(lRn; lR))) (j, k = 1, · · · , n) and
b0 = (b
1
0, · · · , b
n
0 ) ∈ lR
n, we define the following complex stochastic partial differential oper-
ator:
Lw = a0dw − (a + ib)
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkwxj)xkdt+ b0 · ∇wdt. (2.1)
This section is devoted to establishing a pointwise weighted identity for the operator L. To
begin with, we introduce the following assumptions:
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1. If a 6= 0, then b0 · ∇w is a lower order term for the operator L. In this case, without
loss of generality, we assume that b0 = 0.
2. If a = 0 and a0, b 6= 0, then L is a second-order stochastic Schro¨dinger operator. In
this case, we assume that b0 = 0.
3. If a = b = 0, we assume that a0 6= 0 and b0 6= 0. In this case, L is a first order
stochastic transport operator.
The main result of this paper is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.1 Assume that the assumptions 1-3 hold. Let ℓ ∈ C3(lRn+1; lR), Φ ∈ C1(lRn+1; lC)
and w be an H2(lRn; lC)-valued continuous semimartingle. Set θ = eℓ and z = θw. Then for
a.e. (x, t) ∈ lRn+1 and P-a.s. ω ∈ Ω, one has the following pointwise weighted identity:
2Re (θI1Lw)
= 2|I1|
2dt+ dM +
n∑
k=1
V kxk +B|z|
2dt+
n∑
j,k=1
Djkzxjzxkdt
+2
n∑
j=1
{
Re
[(
aEj + Φbj0
)
zzxj
]
+ bIm
(
F jzzxj
) }
dt− aa0
n∑
j,k=1
ajkdzxjdzxk
−b0 · ∇
[
(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|z|
2
]
dt+ a0(aA + a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|dz|
2
−2a0b
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxkIm (dzdzxj ) + 2a0
[
b
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkℓxk)xj Im (zdz) + Re (Φzdz)
]
,
(2.2)
where 
A =
n∑
j,k=1
[
ajkℓxjℓxk − (a
jkℓxj )xk
]
, Λ =
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkzxj )xk + Az,
I1 = −aΛ + 2ib
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxjzxk + (Φ− a0ℓt − b0 · ∇ℓ)z,
(2.3)
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and
B = 2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k=1
(Aajkℓxj)xk + aa0At + 2aAReΦ− 2bAImΦ
−2Re
[
Φ(Φ− a0ℓt − b0 · ∇ℓ)
]
+ a0
[
a0ℓtt + (b0 · ∇ℓ)t
]
+ b0 · ∇(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ),
Djk = −aa0a
jk
t + 2bImΦa
jk − 2aReΦajk
+2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j′,k′=1
[
ajk
′
(aj
′kℓxj′ )xk′ + a
kk′(aj
′jℓxj′ )xk′ − (a
jkaj
′k′ℓxj′ )xk′
]
,
M = −aa0A|z|
2 + a0
n∑
j,k=1
ajk
[
azxjzxk + 2bℓxj Im (zxkz)
]
− a0(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|z|
2,
V k = −2aa0
n∑
j=1
ajkRe (zxjdz)− 2a0b
n∑
j=1
ajkℓxj Im (zdz)− 2A(a
2 + b2)
n∑
j=1
ajkℓxj |z|
2dt
+2a
n∑
j=1
ajkRe (zxjΦz)dt + 2b
n∑
j=1
ajkIm
[
zxj(Φ− a0ℓt)z
]
dt
+2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,j′,k′=1
[
ajkaj
′k′ℓxjzxj′zxk′ − a
jk′aj
′kℓxj(zxj′zxk′ + zxj′zxk′ )
]
dt,
Ej =
n∑
k=1
ajk
[
2ℓxk(Φ− a0ℓt)− Φxk
]
,
F j =
n∑
k=1
[
ajk(Φ− a0ℓt)xk − a0(a
jkℓxk)t − 2a
jkℓxkΦ
]
.
Remark 2.1 The pointwise weighted identity (2.2) is quite useful in deriving global Carle-
man estimates for the deterministic/stochastic partial differential operator (2.1). The ad-
vantage of Carleman inequalities derived by the identity (2.2) is that one can give an explicit
estimate on constants (in Carleman estimates). This is crucial in studying nonlinear con-
trollability and observability problems.
Remark 2.2 The key point of proving the identity (2.2) is to multiply “the principal opera-
tor L” by a weighted multiplier θI1. One can rewrite this product as a sum of “divergence”
terms, “energy” terms and some lower order terms. Also, all terms in the right side of the
sign of equality in (2.2) are real-valued functions. By choosing a suitable auxiliary function
Φ and a weighted function θ, one can derive global Carleman estimates for some determin-
istic/stochastic partial differential operators of different type.
Remark 2.3 If choosing different coefficients in (2.1), one can get deterministic/stochastic
partial differential operators of different type. For example, suppose that (ajk)1≤j,k≤n is a uni-
formly positive definite matrix and a0 = 1. If a = 0 and b 6= 0, L is a stochastic Schro¨dinger
operator. If a 6= 0, L is a linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau operator. If a 6= 0,
b = 0 and all functions are real-valued, L is a stochastic heat operator. If a = b = 0 and
b0 6= 0, L is a stochastic transport operator. Also, if all functions (in the above operators)
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are independent of sample points, then one can get a deterministic Schro¨dinger operator, a
deterministic linear complex Ginzburg-Landau operator, a deterministic heat operator and
a deterministic transport operator, respectively. In the following sections, we use the point-
wise weighted identity (2.2) to derive global Carleman estimates for the above determinis-
tic/stochastic partial differential operators. Moreover, it is applied to study inverse problems
of linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau equations.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The whole proof is divided into four steps.
Step 1. Set θ = eℓ and z = θw. Then it is easy to show that
θLw = a0θd(θ
−1z)− θ(a+ ib)
n∑
j,k=1
[ajk(θ−1z)xj ]xkdt+ θb0 · ∇(θ
−1z)dt = I1dt+ I2,
where I1 is given in (2.3) and
I2 = a0dz − ibΛdt + 2a
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxjzxkdt+ b0 · ∇zdt− Φzdt.
Therefore,
2Re (θI1Lw) = θ(I1Lw + I1Lw) = 2|I1|
2dt+ 2Re (I1I2). (2.4)
Step 2. Let us compute “2Re (I1I2)”. By the assumptions 1-3, it is easy to find that
ab0 = 0 and bb0 = 0. (2.5)
Recalling the definitions of I1 and I2, by (2.5) and a short calculation, we have that
2Re (I1I2)
= −2aa0Re (Λdz)− 4(a
2 + b2)Re
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxj(zxkΛ)dt+ 2aRe (ΦΛz)dt
+4a0b
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxjIm (zxkdz) + 4b
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxjIm (Φzzxk)dt
+2bIm
[
(Φ− a0ℓt)zΛ
]
dt+ 4a
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxjRe
[
(Φ− a0ℓt)zzxk
]
dt
+2Re
[
(Φ− a0ℓt − b0 · ∇ℓ)z(a0dz + b0 · ∇zdt)
]
−2Re
[
Φ(Φ− a0ℓt − b0 · ∇ℓ)
]
|z|2dt.
(2.6)
Step 3. Now we compute every term in the right side of the sign of equality in (2.6),
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respectively. By (2.3), we find that
−2aa0Re (Λdz) = −aa0(Λdz + Λdz)
= −aa0
n∑
j,k=1
[
(ajkzxj)xkdz + (a
jkzxj)xkdz
]
− aa0A(zdz + zdz)
= −aa0
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkzxjdz + a
jkzxjdz)xk +
n∑
j,k=1
d(aa0a
jkzxjzxk)− aa0
n∑
j,k=1
a
jk
t zxjzxkdt
−aa0
n∑
j,k=1
ajkdzxjdzxk − d(aa0A|z|
2) + aa0At|z|
2dt+ aa0A|dz|
2.
(2.7)
Further,
−4(a2 + b2)Re
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxj(zxkΛ)dt = −2(a
2 + b2)
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxj (zxkΛ + zxkΛ)dt
= −2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxj(zxkAz + zxkAz)dt
−2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxj
zxk n∑
j′,k′=1
(aj
′k′zxj′ )xk′ + zxk
n∑
j′,k′=1
(aj
′k′zxj′ )xk′
 dt
= −2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k=1
(Aajkℓxj |z|
2)xkdt+ 2(a
2 + b2)
n∑
j,k=1
(Aajkℓxj)xk |z|
2dt
−2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k,j′,k′=1
[
ajkℓxja
j′k′(zxj′zxk + zxj′zxk)
]
xk′
dt
+2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k,j′,k′=1
aj
′k′(ajkℓxj)xk′ (zxj′zxk + zxj′zxk)dt
+2(a2 + b2)
n∑
j,k,j′,k′=1
[
(ajkℓxja
j′k′zxj′zxk′ )xk − (a
jkaj
′k′ℓxj )xkzxj′zxk′
]
dt.
(2.8)
Notice that in the above derivation, we use the following identity:
2
n∑
j,k,j′,k′=1
ajkaj
′k′ℓxj(zxj′zxkxk′ + zxj′zxkxk′ )dt
=
n∑
j,k,j′,k′=1
{[
ajkaj
′k′ℓxj(zxj′zxk′ + zxj′zxk′ )
]
xk
− (ajkaj
′k′ℓxj)xk(zxj′zxk′ + zxj′zxk′ )
}
dt
= 2
n∑
j,k,j′,k′=1
[
(ajkaj
′k′ℓxjzxj′zxk′ )xk − (a
jkaj
′k′ℓxj )xkzxj′ zxk′
]
dt.
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Further,
2aRe (ΦΛz)dt = 2a
n∑
j,k=1
Re
[
(ajkzxj )xkΦz
]
dt+ 2aAReΦ|z|2dt
= 2a
n∑
j,k=1
Re
(
ajkzxjΦz
)
xk
dt− 2aReΦ
n∑
j,k=1
ajkzxjzxkdt
−2a
n∑
j,k=1
Re
(
ajkΦxkzzxj
)
dt+ 2aAReΦ|z|2dt.
(2.9)
Note that for any k = 1, · · · , n,
Im (zxkdz) = Im
[
d(zxkz)− (zdz)xk − dzxkdz + zxkdz
]
= −Im (zxkdz). (2.10)
Therefore, we get that
4a0b
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxj Im (zxkdz) = 2a0b
n∑
j,k=1
ajkℓxjIm
[
d(zxkz)− (zdz)xk − dzxkdz
]
= 2a0b
n∑
j,k=1
{
d
[
ajkℓxjIm (zxkz)
]
−
[
ajkℓxj Im (zdz)
]
xk
}
−2a0b
n∑
j,k=1
[
(ajkℓxj )tIm (zxkz)dt− (a
jkℓxj)xkIm (zdz) + a
jkℓxj Im (dzdzxk)
]
.
(2.11)
Further,
2bIm
[
(Φ− a0ℓt)zΛ
]
dt = 2b
n∑
j,k=1
Im
[
(ajkzxj)xk(Φ− a0ℓt)z
]
dt− 2bAImΦ|z|2dt
= 2b
n∑
j,k=1
Im
[
ajkzxj(Φ− a0ℓt)z
]
xk
dt + 2bImΦ
n∑
j,k=1
ajkzxjzxkdt
−2b
n∑
j,k=1
ajkIm
[
(Φ− a0ℓt)xkzxjz
]
dt− 2bAImΦ|z|2dt.
(2.12)
Step 4. Let us compute “2Re
[
(Φ− a0ℓt − b0 · ∇ℓ)z(a0dz + b0 · ∇zdt)
]
”. Notice that
2Re
[
(Φ− a0ℓt − b0 · ∇ℓ)z(a0dz + b0 · ∇zdt)
]
= 2Re
[
Φz(a0dz + b0 · ∇zdt)
]
−(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)
[
a0d(|z|
2)− a0|dz|
2 + b0 · ∇(|z|
2)dt
]
.
(2.13)
Further,
−(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)
[
a0d(|z|
2)− a0|dz|
2 + b0 · ∇(|z|
2)dt
]
= −d
[
a0(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|z|
2
]
+ a0
[
a0ℓtt + (b0 · ∇ℓ)t
]
|z|2dt
+a0(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|dz|
2
−b0 · ∇
[
(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|z|
2
]
dt+ b0 · ∇
[
(a0ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)
]
|z|2dt.
(2.14)
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Combining (2.6)-(2.14) with (2.4), we can get the desired identity (2.2).
3 Applications in control problems for some determin-
istic/stochastic partial differential equations
In this section, we give some concrete applications of Theorem 2.1 in deriving some known
global Carleman estimates for some deterministic/stochastic partial differential equations.
Based on these estimates, one can study the controllability and observability of determinis-
tic/stochastic partial differential equations.
3.1 A pointwise weighted identity for deterministic partial differ-
ential operators
In [7], a pointwise weighted identity was established for the following deterministic partial
differential operator:
L = (α + iβ)∂t +
n∑
j,k=1
∂xk(a
jk∂xj ),
with two real-valued functions α and β. Based on this identity, a universal approach of prov-
ing Carleman estimates was established to deduce the controllability/observability results
for parabolic equations, hyperbolic equations, Schro¨dinger equations, plate equations and
linear complex Ginzburg-Landau equations.
In this subsection, starting from Theorem 2.1, one can obtain the known weighted identity
for deterministic partial differential operators in [7]. Indeed, as a consequence of Theorem
2.1, we have the following pointwise weighted identity.
Corollary 3.1 Suppose that ajk = akj ∈ C2(lRn) (j, k = 1, 2, · · · , n), ℓ ∈ C3(lRn), Φ ∈
C1(lRn), y ∈ C2(lRn) and all functions in (2.1) are real-valued. Set a0 = b = 0, a = −1,b0 =
0, θ = eℓ and z = θy. Then
2θI1
n∑
j,k=1
(ajkyxj)xk = 2|I1|
2 +
n∑
k=1
V kxk +B|z|
2 +
n∑
j,k=1
Djkzxjzxk
−2
n∑
j,k=1
ajk
(
2ℓxkΦ− Φxk
)
zzxj ,
(3.1)
where I1 = Λ + Φz with Λ being given by (2.3),
V k = −2A
n∑
j=1
ajkℓxj |z|
2 − 2Φz
n∑
j=1
ajk
+2
n∑
j,j′,k′=1
[
ajkaj
′k′ℓxjzxj′zxk′ − a
jk′aj
′kℓxj (zxj′zxk′ + zxj′ zxk′ )
]
,
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and 
B = 2
n∑
j,k=1
(Aajkℓxj)xk − 2AΦ− 2|Φ|
2,
Djk = 2Φajk + 2
n∑
j′,k′=1
[
2ajk
′
(aj
′kℓxj′ )xk′ − (a
jkaj
′k′ℓxj′ )xk′
]
.
If we choose α = β = 0 in [7], the identity (3.1) in Corollary 3.1 is exactly the same as
[7, Theorem 2.1]. Meanwhile, Corollary 3.1 is very similar to [8, Theorem 4.1], both imply
weighted identities for elliptic operators. Comparing two results to each other, we find that
the only difference is low-order terms. Therefore, it does not influence the derivation of
global Carleman estimates for elliptic operators of second order. Furthermore, by Corollary
3.1, one also can deduce a weighted identity for deterministic hyperbolic operators.
If a0 6= 0 and b0 = 0, Theorem 2.1 implies a weighted identity for deterministic parabolic
operators, deterministic Schro¨dingier operator and deterministic linear complex Ginzburg-
Landau operators, respectively.
If a = b = 0, a0 6= 0 and b0 6= 0, Theorem 2.1 implies a weighted identity for deterministic
transport operators.
3.2 A pointwise weighted identity for stochastic transport opera-
tors
In Theorem 2.1, assume that all functions are real-valued. If we choose a = b = 0 and a0 = 1,
then we have the following weighted identity for the stochastic transport operator:
Lw = dw + b0 · ∇wdt.
Define Sn−1
△
= {x ∈ lRn : |x|lRn=1}. Then, we have the following pointwise weighted
identity for the stochastic trasport operator.
Corollary 3.2 Suppose that ℓ ∈ C3(lRn+1) and y is an H1(lRn)×L2(Sn−1)-valued continuous
semi-martingale. Set a = b = Φ = 0, a0 = 1,b0 6= 0, θ = e
ℓ and z = θy. Then
2θI1(dy + b0 · ∇ydt) = 2|I1|
2dt− d
[
(ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|z|
2
]
+B|z|2dt
−b0 · ∇
[
(ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|z|
2
]
+ (ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)|dz|
2,
(3.2)
where  I1 = −(ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ)z,B = ℓtt + (b0 · ∇ℓ)t + b0 · ∇(ℓt + b0 · ∇ℓ).
Corollary 3.2 is exactly the same as [19, Proposition 2.1]. As we seen in [19], the identity
(3.2) plays a key role in the study of observability/controllability problems for stochastic
transport equations.
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3.3 A global Carleman estimate for backward stochastic heat op-
erators
As another application of Theorem 2.1, one can obtain global Carleman estimates for gen-
eral forward and backward linear stochastic parabolic operators. For simplicity, in this
subsection, we only consider backward stochastic heat operators. Notice that our pointwise
weighted identity is different from [25, Theorem 3.1]. But, starting from this identity, we
still can obtain the desired global Carleman estimate for backward stochastic heat equations
(which was presented in [25]).
Let G be a nonempty bounded domain in lRn with a boundary Γ of class C4. Put Q =
G× (0, T ) and Σ = Γ× (0, T ). Assume that all functions are real-valued in this subsection.
Based on the identity (2.2), we derive a global Carleman estimate for the following backward
stochastic heat equation:
dy +∆ydt = fdt+ Y dw(t) in Q,
y = 0 on Σ,
y(T ) = yT in G,
(3.3)
where f ∈ L2lF(0, T ;L
2(G)) and yT ∈ L
2(Ω,FT ,P;L
2(G)).
First, introduce some auxiliary functions. It is well known that ([9]), there exists a
function ψ ∈ C4(G) such that
ψ(x) > 0, in G; ψ(x) = 0, on Γ; and |∇ψ(x)| > 0, in G \G1,
where G0 and G1 are two any given nonempty open subsets of G such that G1 ⊆ G0. For
any fixed integer k ≥ 1, and positive parameters µ and λ, write
γ(t) =
1
tk(T − t)k
, ϕ(x, t) =
eµψ(x)
tk(T − t)k
, α(x, t) =
eµψ(x) − e
2µ|ψ|
C(G)
tk(T − t)k
and θ = eλα.
In the sequel, for any k ∈ lN, we denote by O(µk) a function of order µk, for sufficiently large
µ; and by Oµ(λ
k) a function of order λk for fixed µ and sufficiently large λ.
Next, based on (2.2), we have the following inequality for the backward stochastic heat
operator:
Ly = dy +∆ydt.
Lemma 3.1 Let z = θy and ℓ = λα. Then any solution (y, Y ) ∈ L2lF(0, T ;H
1
0(G)) ×
L2lF(0, T ;L
2(G)) of the equation (3.3) satisfies
lE
∫
Q
2θI1Lydx
≥ lE
∫
Q
2|I1|
2dxdt
+lE
∫
Q
2λ3µ4ϕ3|∇ψ|4z2dxdt+ lE
∫
Q
2λµ2ϕ|∇z|2|∇ψ|2dxdt
+lE
∫
Q
[
λ3ϕ3O(µ3) +Oµ(λ
2)ϕ3
]
|z|2dxdt+ lE
∫
Q
O(µ)λϕ|∇z|2dxdt
+lE
∫
Q
θ2O(λ2)µ2ϕ2|Y |2dxdt,
(3.4)
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where I1 = ∆z + (|∇ℓ|
2 +∆ℓ− ℓt)z.
For the readers’ convenience, we give a proof of Lemma 3.1 in Appendix A. By (3.4),
proceeding exactly the same analysis as [25, Theorem 6.1], one can obtain the following
global Carleman estimate for the equation (3.3).
Theorem 3.1 There exists a positive constant µ0, depending only on n,G,G0 and T , such
that for any µ ≥ µ0, one can find two positive constants λ0 = λ0(µ) and C = C(µ), so
that for any f ∈ L2lF(0, T ;L
2(G)) and yT ∈ L
2(Ω,FT ,P;L
2(G)), any solution (y, Y ) ∈
L2lF(0, T ;H
1
0(G))× L
2
lF(0, T ;L
2(G)) of the equation (3.3) satisfies
lE
∫
Q
θ2
(
λ3γ3y2 + λγ|∇y|2
)
dxdt
≤ C
(
lE
∫ T
0
∫
G0
θ2λ3γ3y2dxdt+ lE
∫
Q
θ2f 2dxdt+ lE
∫
Q
θ2λ2γ2Y 2dxdt
)
,
for any λ ≥ λ0.
By this global Carleman estimate in Theorem 3.1, one can study the observability (resp.
controllability) for backward (resp. forward) stochastic heat equations.
3.4 A global Carleman estimate for stochastic Schro¨dinger oper-
ators
In this subsection, based on the weighted identity (2.2), we derive a global Carleman estimate
for stochastic Schro¨dinger operators. In (2.1), we choose a0 = 1, b = 1, a = 0,b0 = 0 and
(ajk)1≤j,k≤n = In. Then L is the following stochastic Schro¨dinger operator:
Lw = dw − i∆wdt, (3.5)
and I1 = 2i∇ℓ · ∇z + (Φ− ℓt)z (with z = θw).
Notice that in [17], a weighted identity was derived, in order to establish a global Carle-
man estimate for the stochastic Schro¨dinger operator:
Pv = idv +∆vdt.
In [17], write u = θv. Then
I˜1 = −iℓtu− 2∇ℓ · ∇u+Ψu,
where Ψ is a suitable auxiliary function.
If we set w = iv and Φ = −iΨ, then it is easy to check that z = iu, I1 = I˜1 and Lw = Pv.
Therefore, based on (2.2), we can get the same pointwise weighted identity as that in [17],
and a global Carleman estimate for stochastic Schro¨dinger operators.
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4 Applications in inverse problems for linear stochastic
complex Ginzburg-Landau equations
As another application of Theorem 2.1, in this section, we prove a uniqueness result for
inverse problems of linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau equations.
4.1 Main results
The deterministic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation was introduced by Ginzburg and Lan-
dau in 1950 ([10]). This kind of complex partial differential equations can describe a phase
transition in the theory of superconductivity. In the last decades, a lot of stochastic versions
of Ginzburg-Landau equations were studied. We refer to [4, 16] and the references therein
for some known results.
Consider the following linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation:
dw − (1 + ib)∆wdt = (a1 · ∇w + a2w)dt+ a3wdB(t) in Q,
w = 0 on Σ,
w(0) = w0 in G,
(4.1)
where b ∈ lR, a1 ∈ L
∞
lF (0, T ;L
∞(G; lCn)), a2 ∈ L
∞
lF (0, T ;L
∞(G; lC)), a3 ∈ L
∞
lF (0, T ;W
1,∞(G; lC))
and w0 ∈ L
2(G; lC).
We first recall the definition of weak solutions of the equation (4.1).
Definition 4.1 We call w ∈ L2lF(Ω;C([0, T ];L
2(G; lC)))
⋂
L2lF(0, T ;H
1
0(G; lC)) is a weak so-
lution of the equation (4.1), if for any t ∈ [0, T ] and any p ∈ H10 (G), it holds that∫
G
w(t, x)p(x)dx−
∫
G
w0p(x)dx
=
∫ t
0
∫
G
{
− (1 + ib)∇w(s, x) · ∇p(x) +
[
a1(s, x) · ∇w(s, x) + a2(s, x)w(s, x)
]
p(x)
}
dxds
+
∫ t
0
∫
G
a3(s, x)w(s, x)p(x)dxdB(s), P-a.s.
Also, set
r
△
= 1 + |a1|
2
L∞
lF
(0,T ;L∞(G; lCn)) + |a2|
2
L∞
lF
(0,T ;L∞(G; lC)) + |a3|
2
L∞
lF
(0,T ;W 1,∞(G; lC)). (4.2)
Then we have the following well-posedness result for the equation (4.1), whose proof can be
found in [22, Chapter 6].
Lemma 4.1 For any w0 ∈ L
2(G; lC), there exists a unique weak solution w of the equation
(4.1) . Moreover,
|w|L2
lF
(Ω;C([0,T ];L2(G; lC))) + |w|L2
lF
(0,T ;H10 (G; lC))
≤ Cr|w0|L2(G; lC).
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In this section, we are concerned with the following inverse problem: for t0 ∈ [0, T ),
determine w(t0, ·), P-a.s. from w(T, ·). The main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 4.1 Let t0 ∈ [0, T ). Then there exist constants τ ∈ (0, 1) and C > 0 such that
|w(t0)|L2(Ω,Ft0 ,P;L2(G; lC)) ≤ C|w|
1−τ
L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC))
|w(T )|τL2(Ω,FT ,P;H1(G; lC)), (4.3)
for any solution w of the equation (4.1).
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, we can get the following backward uniqueness for the
equation (4.1).
Corollary 4.1 Assume that w is a weak solution of the equation (4.1). If w(T ) = 0 in G,
P-a.s., then w(t) = 0 in G, P-a.s. for all t ∈ [0, T ].
In [7, 23], some global Carleman estimates for deterministic complex Ginzburg-Landau
equations were established, respectively. However, as far as we know, there are no published
papers addressing global Carleman estimates for stochastic complex Ginzburg-Landau equa-
tions. In the following, we derive a suitable Carleman estimate for a linear stochastic complex
Ginzburg-Landau oeprator. Based on this result, we can study the uniqueness of this inverse
problem.
4.2 A Carleman estimate for linear stochastic complex Ginzburg-
Landau operators
In this subsection, we establish a Carleman estimate for the following linear stochastic com-
plex Ginzburg-Landau equation:
dw − (1 + ib)∆wdt = fdt+ gdB(t) in Q,
w = 0 on Σ,
w(0) = w0 in G,
(4.4)
where f ∈ L2lF(0, T ;L
2(G; lC)) and g ∈ L2lF(0, T ;H
1(G; lC)).
First, we establish a pointwise weighted identity, which is a consequence of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 4.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, for a parameter µ ≥ 1, choose ϕ(t) =
e3µt, ℓ = µϕ, θ = eℓ, z = θw and Φ = −µ. Then, it holds that
2Re
[
θI1
(
dw − (1 + ib)∆wdt
)]
= 2|I1|
2dt+ d(|∇z|2 − 3µ2ϕ|z|2) +
n∑
k=1
V kxk + µ
2(3µϕ− 2)|z|2dt
+2µ|∇z|2dt− |∇dz|2 − 2µRe (zdz) + 3µ2ϕ|dz|2,
(4.5)
where  I1 = −∆z − (µ+ 3µ
2ϕ)z,
V k = −2Re (zxkdz + µzxkzdt)− 2b(µ+ 3µ
2ϕ)Im (zxkz)dt.
(4.6)
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Proof. In Theorem 2.1, we choose a0 = a = 1,b0 = 0, (a
jk)n×n = In, ϕ(t) = e
3µt, ℓ = µϕ
and Φ = −µ. Then after a simple calculation, we can get the desired result (4.5).
Based on Lemma 4.2, we have the following Carleman estimate for (4.4).
Theorem 4.2 Let δ ∈ [0, T ). Then for any µ ≥ 2, one can find a constant C = C(µ) > 0
so that
µlE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
θ2|∇w|2dxdt + µ3lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
ϕθ2|w|2dxdt
≤ C
{
lE
∫
G
[
|θ(δ)∇w(δ)|2 + µ2ϕ(δ)θ(δ)|w(δ)|2 + µ2ϕ(T )|θ(T )w(T )|2
]
dx
+lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
(1 + ϕ)θ2(|f |2 + µ2|g|2 + |∇g|2)dxdt
}
.
(4.7)
for any solution w of the equation (4.4).
Proof. Integrating the identity (4.5) in [δ, T ]×G for δ ∈ [0, T ), and taking mathematical
expectation, by (4.4) and z|Σ = 0, we have that
2lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
|I1|
2dxdt+ lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
d(|∇z|2 − 3µ2ϕ|z|2)dx+ µ2lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
(3µϕ− 2)|z|2dxdt
+2lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
µ|∇z|2dxdt− lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
[
|∇dz|2 + 2µRe (zdz)− 3µ2ϕdzdz
]
dx
= 2lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
Re
[
θI1(fdt+ gdB)
]
dx
≤ 2lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
|I1|
2dtdx+ 2lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
|θf |2dxdt.
(4.8)
It is easy to check that
−lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
d(|∇z|2 − 3µ2ϕ|z|2)dx ≤ ClE
∫
G
[
|∇z(δ)|2 + µ2ϕ(T )|z(T )|2
]
dx. (4.9)
On the other hand, noting that 2Re (zdz) = zdz + zdz = d(|z|2)− |dz|2, we obtain that
lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
[
|∇dz|2 − 3µ2ϕdzdz + 2µRe (zdz)
]
dx
≤ ClE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
θ2
[
|∇g|2 + µ2(1 + ϕ)θ2|g|2
]
dxdt+ µlE
∫
G
|z(δ)|2dx.
(4.10)
By (4.8)-(4.10), we have that
lE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
3µ2
(
(µϕ− 1)|z|2 + 2µ|∇z|2
)
dxdt
≤ ClE
∫
G
[
|∇z(δ)|2 + µ|z(δ)|2 + µ2ϕ(T )|z(T )|2
]
dx
+ClE
∫ T
δ
∫
G
(1 + ϕ)θ2(|f |2 + µ2|g|2 + |∇g|2)dxdt.
(4.11)
Taking µ0 = 2 and noting that ϕ = e
3µt > 1, we obtain that µ0ϕ − 1 >
µ0
2
. Therefore,
by (4.11) and z = θw, one can get the desired inequality (4.7).
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1
This subsection is devoted to a proof of Theorem 4.1. We borrow some ideas from [18].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is divided into two steps.
Step 1. For any t0 ∈ (0, T ), we choose t1 and t2 satisfying that 0 < t1 < t2 < t0. Let
ρ ∈ C∞(lR; [0, 1]) be a function such that
ρ =
 1, t ≥ t2,0, t ≤ t1. (4.12)
Put h = ρw. Then by the equation (4.1), h satisfies that
dh− (1 + ib)∆hdt = [(a1,∇h) + a2h + ρtw]dt+ a3hdB(t) in Q,
h = 0 on Σ,
h(0) = 0 in G.
(4.13)
Applying Theorem 4.2 (with δ = 0) to the equation (4.13), we can find a µ1 > 2 such that
for any µ ≥ µ1,
µlE
∫ T
0
∫
G
θ2|∇h|2dxdt+ µ3lE
∫ T
0
∫
G
ϕθ2|h|2dxdt
≤ ClE
{
θ2(T )
∫
G
[
|∇h(T )|2 + µ2ϕ(T )|h(T )|2
]
dx+
∫
Q
θ2|ρt(t)w|
2dxdt
}
.
(4.14)
Noting that θ = eµe
3µt
is an increasing function of t, by (4.12), we have that
lE
∫
Q
θ2|ρt(t)w|
2dxdt ≤ ClE
∫ t2
t1
∫
G
θ2|w|2dxdt ≤ Cθ2(t2)|h|
2
L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC)). (4.15)
Therefore, combining (4.14) and (4.15), we get that
µθ2(t0)lE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
|∇h|2dxdt+ µ3θ2(t0)lE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
ϕ|h|2dxdt
≤ µlE
∫ T
0
∫
G
θ2|∇h|2dxdt+ µ3lE
∫ T
0
∫
G
ϕθ2|h|2dxdt
≤ Cθ2(T )lE
∫
G
[
|∇h(T )|2 + µ2ϕ(T )|h(T )|2
]
dx+ Cθ2(t2)|w|
2
L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC)).
(4.16)
By (4.16) and noting that h = ρw, we obtain that
µlE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
|∇h|2dxdt+ µ3lE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
ϕ|h|2dxdt
≤ Cθ−2(t0)θ
2(t2)|w|
2
L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC)) + Cθ
2(T )lE
∫
G
[
|∇w(T )|2 + µ2ϕ(T )|w(T )|2
]
dx.
(4.17)
Step 2. Let us estimate “lE
∫
G
|w(t0)|
2dx”.
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By (4.1) and (4.2), it is easy to check that
lE
∫
G
|w(t0)|
2dx− lE
∫
G
|w(T )|2dx
= −lE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
[wdw + wdw + |dw|2]dx
= 2
∫ T
t0
∫
G
|∇w|2 − lE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
[w(a1,∇w) + w(a1,∇w) + 2a2|w|
2 + |a3w|
2]dxdt
≤ C
∫ T
t0
∫
G
|∇w|2dxdt+ CrlE
∫ T
t0
∫
G
|w|2dxdt.
(4.18)
Combining (4.17)-(4.18), we find that
lE
∫
G
|w(t0)|
2dx ≤ Cθ−2(t0)θ
2(t2)|w|
2
L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC))
+Cµ2ϕ(T )θ2(T )lE|w(T )|2H1(G; lC)
≤ Ce−2µ(e
3µ1t0−e3µ1t2 )|w|2L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC)) + Ce
2µeCµT lE|w(T )|2H1(G; lC).
(4.19)
Note that t2 < t0. We choose a µ > 1 as a minimizer of the right hand side in the inequality
(4.19). Then it follows that
lE
∫
G
|w(t0)|
2dx ≤ C|w|1−τ
L2
lF
(0,T ;L2(G; lC))
|w(T )|τL2(Ω,FT ,P;H1(G; lC)),
with
τ =
2(e3µ1t0 − e3µ1t1)
C + 2(e3µ1t0 − e3µ1t1)
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5 Appendix A
Proof of Lemma 3.1. In (2.1), choose a0 = 1, a = −1, b = 0, b0 = 0 and (a
jk)1≤j,k≤n = In.
Then by (2.2), we obtain that
2θI1Ly
= 2|I1|
2dt+ dM +
n∑
k=1
V kxk +B|z|
2dt+
n∑
j,k=1
Djkzxjzxkdt
+2
n∑
j=1
(
Ejzzxj
)
dt+
n∑
j=1
|dzxj |
2 + (−A+ ℓt)|dz|
2 + 2Φzdz,
(5.1)
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where
A = |∇ℓ|2 −∆ℓ, Λ = ∆z + Az, I1 = Λ + (Φ− ℓt)z,
B = 2
n∑
j=1
(Aℓxj )xj − At − 2AΦ− 2(Φ
2 − ℓtΦ) + ℓtt,
Djk = 2Φδjk + 4ℓxjxk − 2∆ℓδ
j
k with δ
j
k =
{
1 j = k,
0 j 6= k,
M = A|z|2 − |∇z|2 − ℓt|z|
2,
V k = 2zxkdz − 2Aℓxk |z|
2dt− 2zxkΦzdt + 2|∇z|
2ℓxkdt− 4∇ℓ · ∇zzxkdt,
Ej = 2ℓxj(Φ− ℓt)− Φxj .
Also, set Φ = 2∆ℓ. Then it is easy to check that for any j, k = 1, · · · , n,
ℓxj = λµϕψxj , ℓxjxk = λµϕψxjxk + λµ
2ϕψxjψxk , ℓtt = Oµ(λ)ϕ
3,
A = λ2µ2ϕ2|∇ψ|2 − λµ2ϕ|∇ψ|2 − λµϕ∆ψ = λ2µ2ϕ2|∇ψ|2 +O(λ)µ2ϕ,
At = O(λ
2)µ2ϕ3,
and for any k = 1, 2, · · · , n,
Axk = 2λ
2µ3ϕ2|∇ψ|2ψxk +O(λ
2)µ2ϕ2 +O(λ)µ3ϕ.
In the following, we estimate every term in the right side of sign of equality in (5.1).
Step 1. First, notice that
B = 2∇A · ∇ℓ− 2A∆ℓ− At + ℓtt − 8(∆ℓ)
2 + 4∆ℓℓt. (5.2)
Further,
2∇A · ∇ℓ = 2λµϕ∇A · ∇ψ
= 2
n∑
j=1
[
2λ2µ3ϕ2|∇ψ|2ψxj +O(µ
2)λ2ϕ2 +O(λ)µ3ϕ
]
· λµϕψxj
= 4λ3µ4ϕ3|∇ψ|4 +O(µ3)λ3ϕ3 +O(λ2)µ4ϕ2.
(5.3)
Further,
−2A∆ℓ = −2
[
λ2µ2ϕ2|∇ψ|2 +O(λ)µ2ϕ
][
λµ2ϕ|∇ψ|2 +O(λ)µϕ
]
= −2λ3µ4ϕ3|∇ψ|4 +O(µ3)λ3ϕ3 +O(λ2)µ4ϕ2.
(5.4)
Further,
−8(∆ℓ)2 + 4∆ℓℓt
= O(λ2)µ4ϕ2 +O(λ)µ2ϕ · λe
2µ|ψ|
C(G)ϕ2 = O(λ2)µ4ϕ2 +Oµ(λ
2)ϕ3.
(5.5)
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Combining (5.3)-(5.5) with (5.2), we get that
B = 2λ3µ4ϕ3|∇ψ|4 +O(µ3)λ3ϕ3 +Oµ(λ
2)ϕ3. (5.6)
Step 2. Noticing that z = 0 on Σ, we have that for any k = 1, 2, · · · , n,
V k
∣∣∣
Σ
= 2
(
|∇z|2ℓxk − 2∇z · ∇ℓzxk
)
dt
∣∣∣
Σ
= 2
(
λµϕ
∣∣∣∂z
∂ν
∣∣∣2ψxk − 2λµϕ∣∣∣∂z∂ν
∣∣∣2∂ψ
∂ν
νk
)
dt
∣∣∣
Σ
,
where ν = (ν1, · · · , νn) denotes the unit outer normal vector on Γ. Therefore,
n∑
k=1
V k · νk = −2λµϕ
∣∣∣∂z
∂ν
∣∣∣2∂ψ
∂ν
∣∣∣
Σ
≥ 0. (5.7)
Step 3. By the definitions of Djk (j, k = 1, · · · , n) and Φ, we have
Djk = 2∆ℓδjk + 4ℓxjxk
= 2
(
λµϕ∆ψ + λµ2ϕ|∇ψ|2
)
δ
j
k + 4λµϕψxjxk + 4λµ
2ϕψxjψxk
= O(µ)λϕ+ 2λµ2ϕ|∇ψ|2δjk + 4λµ
2ϕψxjψxk .
It follows that
n∑
j,k=1
Djkzxjzxk = 2λµ
2ϕ|∇ψ|2|∇z|2 +O(µ)λϕ|∇z|2 + 4λµ2ϕ
∣∣∣∇ψ · ∇z∣∣∣2. (5.8)
Step 4. By the definitions of Ej (j = 1, 2, · · · , n), we have that
2
n∑
j=1
(
Ejzzxj
)
dt = 2
n∑
j=1
(
4ℓxj∆ℓ− 2ℓxjℓt − 2∆ℓxj
)
zzxjdt
= 4
n∑
j=1
ℓxj∆ℓ(z
2)xjdt− 2
n∑
j=1
ℓxjℓt(z
2)xjdt+O(λ)µ
3ϕ|z||∇z|dt
=
n∑
j=1
(
4ℓxj∆ℓz
2 − 2ℓxjℓtz
2
)
xj
dt
−4
n∑
j=1
(ℓxj∆ℓ)xjz
2dt+ 2
n∑
j=1
(ℓxjℓt)xjz
2dt+O(λ)µ3ϕ|z||∇z|dt
=
n∑
j=1
(
4ℓxj∆ℓz
2 − 2ℓxjℓtz
2
)
xj
dt+O(λ2)µ4ϕ2z2dt+Oµ(λ
2)ϕ3z2dt+O(λ)µ3ϕ|z||∇z|dt.
Therefore,
2lE
∫
Q
n∑
j=1
(
Ejzzxj
)
dxdt
= lE
∫
Q
[
O(λ2)µ4ϕ2 +Oµ(λ
2)ϕ3
]
|z|2dxdt+ lE
∫
Q
O(λ)µ3ϕ2|z||∇z|dxdt.
(5.9)
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Step 5. By the first equation of (3.3), we find that
lE
∫
Q
(−A+ ℓt)|dz|
2dx = lE
∫
Q
[
O(λ2)µ2ϕ2 +Oµ(λ)ϕ
2
]
θ2|Y |2dxdt.
Also, notice that
2Φzdz = 4∆ℓzdz = 2∆ℓ[d(z2)− (dz)2]
= 2d(∆ℓz2)− 2∆ℓtz
2dt− 2∆ℓ(dz)2.
This implies that
lE
∫
Q
2Φzdzdx = lE
∫
Q
[
O(λ)µ2ϕ2|z|2 +O(λ)µ2ϕθ2|Y |2
]
dxdt. (5.10)
Combining (5.6)-(5.10) with (5.1), one can get the desired inequality (3.4).
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